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1. Introduction. 
Let X and Y be two p X 1 random vectors, distributed according to 
.. the 2p-variate normal distribution with mean vectors µ, and aµ,, respectively, 
and covariance matrix 
(1.1) 
Let S be a random p X p matrix distributed as the Wishart distribution 
W (I , f), independently of X and Y. Let p p 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
«(µ,; a, p, c) = P[X 1Y < c], 
H(µ,; a, p, c) = P[X 1S-lY < c]. 
It may be noted that 
(1.4) G(~; a, p, c) = 1 - G{µ,; -a, -p, -c) 
and the same relation holds for H. 
In Section 2 the following probability inequalities are proved. 
Theorem 1. 
The function G involves µ, through µ,'µ, and it is! monotonic increasing 
functian 2!, µ,'~, if any of~ following conditions hold: 
. (i) IP I < 1; a= -1, or -1 < a~ 0, C < 0. 
(ii) IP I < l; ·a< .. 1, C < 0, 
(iii) ,, = l; a= -1, er a ::So, a+ -1, C < 0. p = -1, a= -1. 
G is .! strictli increasi~ function' of µ,Iµ, unless a= C = p = o, in 
~ c + {1-a)2 µ,'µ,/4 < O, p = 1 or p = -1, a= -1, c > 0 ~ (iii). 
Thoerem 2. 
(i), 
The functien H is.! Dl(!)notonic increasing function of µ,'µ,, if any of~ 
conditions (i)~(iii) of Theorem! holds; it is!. strictly increasing functian-of 
µ,'µ, unless a :c c ·= p = 0 ~ (i)·, ~ p = -..1, a :;: -1, c ?: O •. 
These results are used in Section 3 to prove a monotonicity property of 
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the probabilities of correct classification of a class of rules for classi-
fication into two multivariate normal populations. Let X, x1, x2 be three 
mutually independent random p x 1 vectors distributed as N (µ,, E), p 
-. Np(µ,1, E/a1), and Np(µ,2 , E/a2), respectively. Let S be a random matrix 
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distributed as wp(E, f), independently of X, x1 , and x2• The problem is 
to decide whether µ, = µ,1 or µ, = µ,2; a1 and a2 are known constants. 
When E is known (and taken to be I}, we consider a class of decision p 
rules given by ~k{k > O, c ~ 0) which decides µ, = µ,1, iff 
(1.5) k(l + l/a1)._
1llx - x1 ll2 < (1 + l/a2}-1llx - x21l 2 + c. 
When E is unknown, we consider a class of decision rules given by· tk {k > O, c~ 0) · 
which decides µ, = µ,1 , iff 
"(1.6) k(l + l/a1)-
1llx - x111~ < (1 + l/a2 )-1llx - x2II; + c, 
= where IIXII~ = X •s-1x. For a rule ~, define 
(1.7). Pi(~)= Pr[~ decides µ,=_µ,iiµ= µ,i], i = ~, 2 • 
In Section 3, we 
Theorem 3. 
obtain the following results from Theorems 1 and 2.· 
When E = I , 
-- p 
(a) P~(~) is .! strictly increasing function 2f llµ,1-. µ211, if 
(1.8) {1 + l/a1)~
1(1 + l/a2)-l ~ k, 
and 
(b) ~ P1 (C?it} ~ P2(~) ~ strictly increasing functions of 
II µ,1- µ,2II , if 
(1.9) c = 0,(1 + 1/a1)-
1(1 + 1/a2)-l::: k::: (1 + l/a1)(1 + 1/a2). 
Theorem 4 • 
(a) If (1.8) holds, P1(*k) !!_!.strictly increasing function of 11µ,1- µ,2IIE• 
(b} If (1.9) holds, both P1(~k) and P2($k) !!!:_ strictly increasing 
• functions 2£_ · llµ,1- µ,2IIE• 
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-It may be noted that for k = 1, and k = (1 + l/a1)(1 + l/a2)-
1
, c=O, the 
rule ~ becomes a likelihood-ratio rule (1, pp.141-142] and the minimum distance 
rule, respectively; .·the same is true for tk• For these values of k, 
·P 1(~) and P1 (*k) were studied by John (4, 5] and Sitgreaves [8); but 
w the expressions obtained by them are too complicated to obtain results like 
Theorems 3 and 4. 
In Section 4, we have studied some estimates of the probability of 
correct classification of the minimum distance rule for classification into 
NP(µ,1, E) or Np(µ,2, E). Consider three sets of random samples (z), (x1, ••• , Xn), 
.. and (Y1, ••• , Ym). from Np(µ, E), Np{µ,1 , E), and N/µ,2 , E), respectively. 
-
When 
by 6 , 
(1.10) 
and E are known, the minimum distance rule, 
d~cides µ = µ,1, iff 
given 
The probabilities of correct classification {PCC) of the rule 6 are given by 
(1.11) 
• where 
(1.12) 
A 
~ We shall now consider the rule 6, which is a "plug-in version" of the 
a 
• 
rule 6, defined as follows: 
Case 1. E is known and taken to be I • p 
,. 
The rule 6 decides tJ, = ·1,1,1, iff 
(1.13) 11z - xii < 11z - ill, 
where X and Y are the means of the X-observations and the Y-observations, 
. respectively. 
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Fisher [ 2 ] and Smith [ 7 ] ,respectively, suggested the following estimates 
of P 1 ( 6): 
(1.14) :e1(&) = 1(~/2), ~=!Ix - Yll, 
(1.15) c{(B) = the proportion of X-observations correctly classified 
,.. 
by 6. 
It follows from Sorum_ [ 9 ] that 
(1.16) ,. ,. ,. E[P1 (6)] < E[c1 (6)] = E[ICIIX-Yll/2(1 
1 
lh1)2 }], 
.i and from Hills ( 3 ] 
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(i.17) E[P1(6)] < P1(6), 
when n = m. We shall show that 
(1.18) 
1 . ,,. 
P1(6) ~ t[llµ,1- µ,2ll/2(1 - ½n)2 ] ~ E[c1(6)] 
when m = n, which generalizes the corresponding result of Hills [ 3 ] for p = 1_. 
The inequalities in ( 1.18) is strict if 1,111 ~ 1,112• 
Case 2. E is unknown. 
,. 
Here we . redefine th.e rule 5 as follows: 6 · decides 1-L = ul' if£ 
(1.19) llz - xJls < 1tz - ills • 
Note· that for p = 1, (1.19) is the same as (1.13). Sorum (10], Lachenbruch 
and Mickey (6] obtained some numerical results regarding the performance of 
this rule 6 •. It follows from Hills [ 3 ] that 
(1.20) pl (6) < pl ( 6)' 
if n = m. We shall show that 
(1.21) P1(6) < E[c1(6)] 
,,. ,. 
when n = m~ where c1(6) is defined as in (1.15) with the rule 6 in (1.19). 
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2. Probability Inequalities. 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
By taking an orthogonal matrix L- with its first row proportional to 
µ' and transforming X -·LX, Y - LY, it can be seen that G involves µ 
only through µ'µ. 
We shall first express the region X'Y < c as a region R in the space 
of some properly defined random variables w and v•v, where the distribution 
of w does not involve µ, k(V'V) --~2 (r(µ'µ)), and W and V'V are 
• independent. Let R(l) be the section of R in the W-space for fixed 
... 
Jv'V = A • Next we shall show that for certain values of a, p and c, 
the region R(A) increases as l increases, and in certain cases R(A) 
strictly increases with A with positive probability. These facts are enough 
to prove the desired result, since the density of V'V has the strict monotone 
likelihood-ratio property in µ'µ. 
Case (i). 
Suppose -1 < p < 1, -1 ~a~ O. Define 
(2.1) U = aX - Y, V = X - bY, 
where 
b = {p-a)/(1-pa) • 
Then U and V are independent, and 
U -N (o, {a2 +1-2ap)I ), V -N ((1-ab)µ,{b 2 +1-2bp)I). p p p p 
Note that ab - 1 + O. Now 
(2.4) X'Y < c ~ bU 1U + aV 1V - {ab+l)U'V < c(ab-1) 2 • 
Let L be a p x p orthogonal matrix with its first row proportional to 
.. v'. Define 
(2.5) 
-
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Then V and W are independent, and the distribution of W is the same 
as that of U. The region in (2.4) is equivalent to 
(2~6) bW'W + ~v•v - {ab+l)w1 ~ < c{ab-1) 2 • 
Let R(l) be the section of the region in (2.6) in W-space for fixed 
~ = 1, and let the conditional probability of the region, given Jv"v = 1, 
be g(l) • 
If ab+ 1 = O,. i.e., a= -1, (2.6) reduces- to 
(2.7) w•w < v•v + 4c. 
Now g(l) = O, if 12 + 4c ~ O, and g(l} strictly increases in 1 for 
l 2 + 4c > O. 
· (2.8) 
(2.9) 
If b > 0 ~a< p, (2.6) can be expressed as 
_l. 1 
[bw'w -.c{ab-1}2 ](v'v) 2 + a{v'v)2 < {ab+l)w1 
. p 
~ b(W1- (ab+l)~/2b]2 + ~ wi 2 < {ab-1}2 [c+v'v/4b]. i=2 
Now g(A) = 0 unless 12 + 4bc > O. It follows from (2.8) that when 
g(l) > O, a~ -1, R(l), as well as, g(l) strictly increase in A if c < O. 
If b = 0 ~a= p, (2.8) reduces to 
(2.10) 1 1. -c(v'v)-2 + a(v'v)2 < w1 • 
Now g(l) > 0 for all 1 > 0, and g(l) strictly increases in 1 when c ~ 0 
unless a= c = O, in which case P[X'Y < c] = 1/2. The result now follows 
i.i by noting that the density of 
(2.11) 
-
v'v/{b2 +1-2bp} -Xp 2 [{ab-1)2 µ'µ/{b 2 +1-2bp)] 
which is the non-central chi-square variate and its density has the strict 
_, ~ monotone likelihood-ratio property in µ'µ. 
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Case (ii). 
This follow~ from (i) after noting that for a+ O, 
(2.12) G(µ,; a,p~c) = G{aµ,; 1/a,p,c) • 
Case {iii). 
Suppose p = +l, a~ O. In this case we ·can express 
(2.13) X - µ, = Y - aµ,= U, 
where U - N { O, I ) • . Then p p 
(2.14) X'Y < c ¢> u~u +aµ,'µ,+ (l+a)U'µ, < c 
(2.15) ¢> z'z + aµ,'µ, - c < -(l+a)z1~ 
p 
{2.16) ¢> [z1 + {l~a)~/2]2 + 2J z/ < c + (l-a)
2 µ,'µ,/4 
i=2 
where {z1, ••• , Zp)' = Z = LU, and L is a p x p orthogonal matrix with 
its first row proportional to µ,'. If µ, = O, c ~ O, G = o. If a= -1, 
G increases strictly with µ, 1µ,, unless c + µ,'µ, < O, in which case G = O. 
If a+ -1, then it follows from {2.15) and {2.16) that G increases strictly 
~ith µ, 1 µ, when c :5 O, unless c + (1-a) 2 µ, 1µ,/4 < O, in which case G = O. 
Suppose now p = -1. Then we can write 
(2.17) X - µ, = -(Y-aµ,) = U., 
where U - N { 0, I ) • Then, f ~r a = -1 p p 
(2.18) x'Y < c ¢> llu +µ,II~> -c. 
Note that IIU + 1,.1,11 2 - ~ 2 (µ, 1 µ,). Thus G strictly increases with µ, 1 µ,, 
if c < 0 and for c ::= O, G = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2~ 
Here the basic arguments are ~actly t~e same as in the proof of Theorem 1 • 
We shall express x•s-1y·< c in a suitable form so that the arguments are 
• applicable. 
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Case (i). -1 < p < 1, ~1 <a< O. 
Define U and V as in (2.1). Consider a p x p orthogonal matrix 
L with its first row proportional to V'. Define 
(2.19) * * U = LU, S = LSL'. 
* * Then the distribution of (U , S , V) is the same as that of {u, s, V). Also 
note that 
(2.20) ' -1 *' *-1 * US U=U SU 
where s*-l = [s*ij], e' = {l,O, •· •• , 0) : p x 1. Let s*-l =TT', where T 
] . ' * ( )' is lower triangular matrix [tij , and define W =TU = w1, ••• , WP • Then 
(2.21) *' *-L-* 1 - *11 2 U S ~ =WW, ·S = t 11 , 
Now, it can be seen from (2.4), (2.20), and {2.21) that 
(2.22) x•s-1Y < c ~ bw'w + atf1 v'v - {ab+l)t11w1Jlf'v < c{ab-1)2 • 
The above form is similar to (2.6). Let the conditional probability of the 
region in (2.22), given Jv'v = A, T = t, be h(1, t). To get the desired 
result we argue exactly as.in the proof of Theorem 1 with h{A, t), for fixed t, 
instead of g(l). 
Case (ii). 
This follows from {i) after noting that for a f 0 
(2.23) H{µ; a,p,c) = H(aµ; 1/a,p,c) • 
Case (iii). 
Suppose p = +1, a~ O. Define U as in (2.13). Let L be a p x p 
orthogonal matrix with its _first row proportional to µ'. Define 
(2.24) * * . U = LU, S ·= LSL 1 • 
* * Then (u, s) is distributed as (u, s), and 
- 8 -
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(2.24) -1 *' *-1 * -1 *' *-1 ~ -1 *11 -u•s u = u s u, u's µ = (u s e}{µ'µ) 2 , µ's µ = s (µ'µ), 
where s*-1 = [s*ij], e = (1,0, ••• , o) *-1 I p X 1. Let S =TT, where 
T = [t1j] is lower triangular. Define I * ( . )' Z =TU = z1 , ••• , Zp .• Then 
(2.25) *' *-1 * u s ·-u = z'z, *11 2 s = tll, *' *-1 u s e = tllzl. 
From (2.14), (2.24), and (2.25), we get 
(2.26) x•s-1Y < c ~ z'z + atf1 µ,'µ + (l+a}t11Jµ;'µ; < c 
p 
(2.27) ~ [z1 + (l+a)t11.J"i'µ; /2]2 + .~ zi 2 < c + (l-a} 2 tf1µ' µ/4 1.=2 
Let h{~, t) be the conditional probability of the above region, given T = t, 
and ~ = ~. Clearly h(~, t) = O, iff 
C + (1-a} 2 t 11 ~2 /4 ::S 0, 
and otherwise h(~, t} strictly increases with ~ if a= -1 or a+ -1 
and c < O. 
Suppose p = -1, a= -1. Define U as in (2.17). Now 
x•s-1y < c ~ llu + µll: > -c • 
2 
Note that the density of llu + µ,lls has the monotone likelihood-ratio property 
in µ'µ. Thus H strictly increases with µ,'µ,, if c < 0 and for c > O, 
• H = 1 • 
.. 
~ 
., 
... ~ 
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3. Monotonicity of PCC. 
Proof of Theorem 3. 
Define 
(3.1) u = [,,0.(x - x1) - (x - x2)]/T1 
(3.2) v = [,,0.(x - x1) + (x - x2)]/T2 
where 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
. -1 A= k(l + l/a1) (1 + 1/a2) 
Tl2 = A(l + 1/al) + (1 + l/a2) - 2,,0. Tl> 0 
T2
2 
= 1(1 + l/a1) + (1 + l/a2) + 2,./x, T2 > O. 
Then (1.5) can be expressed as 
* * (3.6) u'v < c, where c = c{l+ l/a2). 
When µ = µ1, U and V are jointly normally distributed as 2p-variate normal 
distribution with mean vectors -µ/Tl and µIT2 , respectively, where µ = µ1- ~2 , 
and the covariance matrix 
(3.7) 
where 
(3.8) 
(1 P) ,~ I 
p 1 ~ p 
Let a = -T2IT1• Then a < -1. Note now 
(3.9) ap ~ 1 ~ A ,2: (l + 1/a1)-2 
( ) -1( -1 ~ k 2: 1 + l/a1 1 + 1/a2) • 
Theorem 3{a) follows now from Theorem l(if). The part {b) follows from {a) after 
replacing k by 1/k • 
Proof of Theorem 4. 
Use Theorem 2 and the proof of Theorem 3. 
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4. Estimation of PCC. 
First we shall prove (1.18)o Let a be a vector such that a'a = 1. 
From Hills [ 3], we get 
1 
(4.1) t[la'(µ,1- µ2 )1/2] :=: t[la'(µ,i- µ,2)j/2(1-½n)2 ] 
::: E{t(la'(x - Y)j/2(1-1/n}½]) • 
However, 
(4.2) 
1 1 
E{t[la'{x - Y)j/2(1-1/n)2 ]) < E(t[ sup la'(x - Y)j/2(1-1/n)2 ]} 
- a'a=l 
1 A ' 
= E{l[IIX - Yll/2(1-1/n)2 ]} = E[c1(6)] • 
Also 
(4.3) 1 1 sup t[la'{µ,1- µ,2) I /2(1-1/2n)2 ] = t[llµ,1- µ,2ll/2(1-l/2n) 2 ]. a'a=l 
From these relations we get (1.18}. 
From the fact that t{t) is a concave function when t 2: O, we get 
(4.4) E [ C 1·< g) ] = E [ I{ 11x - YI 112 ( 1-1 / n) ½)] < '{E Iii - YJ 112 ( 1-1 / n) ½} 
< ,cJ Elli - Yll 2 /2(1-1/n) ½1 
The question of getting upper bounds for P1{6) {when n + m) and EP1(6) 
may be partially resolved as follows. Consider the validity of the following 
relation. For U -N (EU, I), p p p p 
for all p, where a> 0, b > 0 are constants independent of p. Define 
w' = (u' V'), where U , V are independent and V - N {o, I ) • ·clearly, p-+q p q p q q q q 
E[l{allupll)J < E[l{allwp;.qll)J 
for q > 0. Note that l!EU II = IIEW 11 and p p+q 
- 11 -
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Thus (4.5) is not true. In the left hand side of (4.5) I may be replaced 
by any strictly increasing function and in the right hand side I may be 
replaced by any function; still (4.5) is not true. From the table in Hills [3 ], 
it is found that for p = 1 
but this cannot be true for all p. Let us consider now P1(6) when n f m, 
and study the validity of the relation 
(4.6) 
for all p, for some function g. It can be seen as above, that for fixed 
IIE{X ~ Y)II, 
as p ~ oo, if n > m. Thus (4.6) is not true. 
Let us now prove {1.21). Without loss of generality we shall assume 
that ~=I. p 
(4.7) E[c1{6)] = P[{Y ~ x)'s-1(xl- (x + Y)/2) < O] 
1 
= P[W < Iii - YJl 8 /2(1-l/n}2 ], 
where 
(4.8) 
It can be shown that w is independent of llx - Ylls, and the distribution 
W is the same as that of 
where w1 and w2 are independent, w1 - N(O, 1), w2 
2 
- x~-l , and f = m + n - 2. 
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We shall use the fact that the c.d.f. of W, given by F, is independent of p-. 
Thus 
1 
( 4 • 9) E [ c 1 ( 6) ] = E [ F { I Ii - YJ I 8 / 2 ( 1-1 / n) 2 ) ] • 
Let a be a p x 1 vector such that a' a = 1. From Hills [ 3 ] we get 
1 1 1 
. (4.10) E[F_{{la'(x - Y)l/{a 1 Sa}2 )/2(1-l/n}2 )] = E[t{la'(x - Y)j/2(1-1/n}2 }] 
1 
> t[la'{µ1- µ2)f/2(1-l/2n}2 ]. 
The relation {4.10) easily yields 
(4.11) E[c1(6)] 2: t[llµ1- u2ll/2(1-l/2n}½] 
2: , [ I I µ1 - ~2 1112 l = P 1 < 6 > , 
the inequality being strict if µ1 f µ2 • 
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